Chinese School visit of head teachers from Haileybury and Imperial Service College & Heath Mount School in August 2018

Beijing

1. Experimental School of Capital Normal University

2. Lishui New Town

3. Swan Lake International Eco-City

Shanghai

1. Shanghai Tianjiabing High School

2. Shanghai Wusongkou Venture Park – Inception Zone

3. Shanghai Yangpu District, Bobodu bilingual kindergarten (private)

On 09/08/2018, head teacher of Haileybury School, Mr. Martin Anthony Richard Collier and wife, CFO Mr. Paul David Watkinson and wife; head teacher of Heath Mount School, Mr. Christopher Michael Gillam and families; together with Michael Edward Man-Ho Wilkes, vice-chairmand of British Chinese Project, arrived in Beijing and began the one-week school visit in China. President Jianwei Zhou and staff of Xin
Yangguang Education & Technology Company Ltd. accompanied the group to visit kindergartens and secondary schools at Beijing & Shanghai to familiarize them of the current conditions of primary education. The group also visited Beijing Lishui New Town & Shanghai Wusong Venture Park. After listening to the introductions of the education industry at two places, the group felt the government’s support of international education with high quality in terms of policy and investment, they also gained an understanding of the huge growth potential of Chinese education market.

Beijing

1. Experimental School of Capital Normal University

Experimental School of Capital Normal University is also known as Capital Normal University Affiliated Wangjing School, established in 1999, it is a public school with “9-year consistent system”. In June 2001, it took over a community school from a high-end neighborhood—Wangjing Garden, and changed to its current name. In March 2007, it changed to a public school. In 2010, the school took over the location of Huajiadi Xili Middle School. In January 2016, it took over Beijing Education Science Academe Affiliated Experimental Middle School. Currently, the experimental school has 3 campuses (the Garden campus, Huaxi campus and West Garden campus), 67 classes, over 300 teaching and administrative staff and over 2000 students. School is awarded “National College with Specialty”, “College with Football Specialty”, “National Life Education School of Excellent”, “Chinese Hockey Talents Traditional School” and other honorary titles. School mission: deliver satisfying education; educational idea: respect; educational mission: Culture Inheriting • Blossom In Life. School has been exploring and practicing internationalization of education.
Group photo of representatives from Haileybury College & school leaders in front of the teaching building
Visiting the chemistry lab at Experimental School of Capital Normal University

Visiting school’s physics lab
Representatives from Haileybury College listening to school introduction, accompanied by Headmaster Jianhua Qu

Gift-giving from Headmaster Jianhua Qu on behalf of the school
Gift-giving from Head teacher on behalf of Haileybury College

Laishui New Town

Lishui New Town is the pivot project of Lishui investment and development, located at the 45-degree diagonal to the southwest of Beijing, 51km to Beijing downtown area, 40 minutes’ drive to west 3rd ring road via Beijing-Kunming
expressway, its overall planning land is 175 km². Lishui New Town is the demonstrating area of the combination of production and city, which features on strategic rising industry and modern service industry.

Lishui New Town is situated at the heart of Beijing West leisure resort with Juma river flowing through for 16 km. According to its plan, Lishui New Town will accommodate 6 theme parks including one central park, all of which cover 480 acre.

The planning and construction of Lishui New Town that cover 175 km² can be divided into 3 parts: Huayin (Swan Lake) Eco-city, the demonstration area of rising industry and aerospace science and technology city. Swan Lake focuses on the development of health care, modern agriculture, science and technology innovation etc. The demonstration area of rising industry will focus on strategical rising
industries like modern trade logistics, electronic information industry and the research and development of science & technology.

The industrial distribution of Lishui New Town can be categorized as “1 centre, 3 cities, 3 towns and 10 gardens”. It is consisted of 3 parts: the demonstration area of rising industry, Swan Lake International Eco-city and the aerospace science and technology city. Its aim is to facilitate the cooperative development of Beijing, Tianjing & Hebei, to build an entrepreneur-friendly satellite city, to become a new platform to drive economic growth, a demonstration area of artificial ecological restoration, a leading area of high-end opening-up and a focal point of innovation-driven development.

Looking at the sand table of Lishui New Town
Looking at the layout map of Lishui New Town
Discussing the educational function of Lishui New Town with manager of Lishui New Town

Swan Lake International Eco-City of Lishui New Town
Lishui New Town can be divided into 3 parts: Huayin (Swan Lake) Eco-city, the demonstration area of rising industry and aerospace science and technology city. The area has 5000-acre vegetation resources with the inclusive size of lake for 2000 acre. Situated in such beautiful environment, it focuses on the development of health care, eco-tourism, scientific and technological innovation, ITFIN, educational service, e-commerce and modern agriculture etc.

Modern educational service park is located on the north side of Zhangzhuo expressway, west side of Jingzan road, covers an area of 1192 hectare, can be used by universities and colleges. It is aiming to become the "Science, Industry and Research" Integrated Science and Education Park in North China. Based on the support from CUC and Dongfang College of BUCM, it pays a close attention on the development of tertiary education, professional education, pioneering incubator, business & living and industrial tourism.

Shanghai

Shanghai Tianjiabing High School
Shanghai Tianjiabing High school was established in 1997, is a partial boarding high school (including secondary school) facing municipal & international students. It is funded by the famous businessman Mr. TIAN Jiabing with the support from the government of Zhabei district. Currently, it has 1103 students, 127 teaching and administrative staff. The school covers 40 acre, with floor area about 20,000 m². Classrooms are installed with air conditioner, advanced recording and playing facilities. School’s own science museum is a perfect combination of entertainment and science study. School’s stadium is well functioned, and the clean and organized dormitory is also equipped with advanced facilities. In 2014, in cooperation with The University of Chicago & the American Educational Alliance and the affiliated secondary school of Bob Jones University from State of South Carolina, school introduced teacher from abroad and opened a class that teach international curriculum.
Bao Steel industrial district transformation & upgrading project is build according to guidance of strategical economic transformation. After careful investigation, the industrial district keeps its valuable facilities so that its cultural tradition can be conserved. It also introduces innovative industry. During the process of building the city image, the project will try to transform Wusongkou Venture Park from traditional industrial district to Shanghai’s fashion pioneer. The project also wants to make major contribution on building “Charming Baoshan, Shanghai New Landmark”. 
Shanghai Yangpu District, Bobodu bilingual kindergarten (private)

Shanghai Yangpu District Bobodu bilingual kindergarten (the Shanghai Yangpu Stage Bilingual Kindergarten) aims at “educating talents of the 21st century”, features on bilingual education, together with advanced mandarin pedagogy, is the first half-day English half-day mandarin bilingual kindergarten.

The kindergarten closely follows the idea that “facing children with love and playfulness, implementing comprehensive development, specializing children’s English ability”, it adopts “learning through playing and using in life” teaching
method. Together with qualified teachers with rich experience, it focuses on the care & development of children, has achieved great educational results over past years.

The kindergarten has divided children into 4 different age groups. Each group has its own mandarin & English teacher and life teacher. The kindergarten has foreign teachers who organize activities and games for children in a pure English environment.
Head teacher of Heath Mount School, Mr. Christopher Michael Gillam organizes class activities for children.
The kindergarten owner Fengying ZHANG is introducing kindergarten outdoor activities for representatives.

On the 15th of August 2018, the delegation group completed the school visit in China and headed back to London. After the one-week school visit, head teacher of Haileybury School, Mr. Martin Anthony Richard Collier, CFO Mr. Paul David Watkinson; head teacher of Heath Mount School, Mr. Christopher Michael Gillam have gained a comprehensive understanding of China’s education market, educational policy, and the huge demand towards education of high quality in Beijing & Shanghai. They were confident about the cooperation and educational exchange between two countries. They also expressed their strong will on conducting a comprehensive cooperation with President Zhou and his team. Their family members also created a great memory on this visit to China.